Abstract-We present a new approach to minimizing of energy consumption by addressing battery management techniques that exploit the charge recovery effect inherent to many secondary storage batteries. We review results that pertain to the capacity of a battery and its dependence on the intensity of the discharge current. The phenomena of charge recovery that takes place under bursty or pulsed discharge conditions is identified as a mechanism that can be exploited to enhance the capacity of a battery. The bursty nature of many data traffic sources suggests that data transmissions may provide natural opportunities for charge recovery. We explore stochastic models to track charge recovery in conjunction with bursty discharge processes. Using the postulated model, we identify the improvement to battery capacity that results from pulsed discharge driven by bursty stochastic discharge demand. The insight from this analysis leads us to propose discharge shaping techniques that trade-off energy efficiency with delay.
I. INTRODUCTION

P
ORTABLE DEVICES MUST often rely on battery energy to conduct communications. Display, hard disk, logic, and memory are the device components with the greatest impact on power consumption; however, when a wireless interface is added to a portable system, power consumption increases significantly. As an example, consider SmartBadge [1] , a smart card that can be integrated in computing systems, mobile phones, or personal digital assistance devices; the power consumption of the RF link, display, and memory in active state is equal to 43%, 28%, and 15% of the total power consumption, respectively. In the case of a wireless local area network (WLAN) card, power consumption is equal to 1.65 W in transmission mode, equal to 1.4 W in reception mode and equal to 0.045 W in doze mode [2] . It is obvious that batteries with features such as a long lifetime, a light weight, and a small size are highly desirable in portable wireless devices. For these reasons, energy consumption management has become a critical issue in communication systems.
Various MAC protocols [3] and schemes for power management control during transmissions [4] , [5] have been proposed in the literature to conserve as much energy as possible, while dynamic power management policies have been proposed in [1] Manuscript received August 1, 1999 ; revised March 1, 2001 . This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant CCR 9714651.
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and [6] . The approach presented here differs from the previous work on energy management [1] , [3] - [7] in that the goal is to understand the intrinsic behavior of batteries and then use this understanding to develop new energy efficient protocols. The goal is to increase the amount of energy that can be drained from a battery, the so-called delivered energy; in this way, the run-time of wireless terminals can be extended. Typically power is drawn off a battery using a constant current discharge; however, if a pulsed current discharge is adopted, significant improvements in delivered energy seem possible [8] - [13] . In particular, the time period that elapses from when the battery is fully charged to when it is considered discharged can be significantly extended by draining power for short time intervals followed by idle periods. During the idle periods, also called the relaxation time, the battery can partially recover the charge lost while delivering the current impulse; this phenomenon is called recovery effect.
In this paper, we develop a model for battery behavior that captures the dynamics of the recovery effect and studies the actual gain derived under stochastic pulsed discharge induced by different discharge demand processes. Then, the discharge process is "tailored" through a shaping technique to maximize the energy efficiency of the battery. Using smart battery packages [14] , the state of charge of the battery can be monitored. Whenever the battery state of charge drops to a certain threshold, we let the battery rest by interrupting the discharge process at the terminal user. The proposed solution forces a low rate pulsed discharge and guarantees that the battery has chance to recover; in this way, the battery performance is dramatically enhanced. We point out that the approach presented in this paper can apply to any kind of discharge process that takes place in portable wireless devices, provided discharge demand is delay tolerant. An example of possible application is best-effort data transmissions; indeed, the bursty nature of many data traffic sources suggests that data transmissions may provide natural opportunities to exploit the battery recovery effect.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the most relevant characteristics of the battery behavior; Section III presents an analytical model of the battery performance under pulsed current discharge and shows some results; Section IV presents the battery performance when a shaping technique is applied to the discharge process; and, finally, Section V concludes the paper and identifies further topics of research.
II. BEHAVIOR OF ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS
Batteries store chemical energy and deliver electrical energy through an electrochemical conversion process. A battery con- sists of one or more cells, organized in an array. Each cell consists of an anode, a cathode, and the electrolyte that separates the two electrodes and allows the transfer of electrons as ions between them [8] . Chemical material that originates chemical reactions within the cell is called active material.
The ideal electrochemical cell should be extremely light, able to provide an infinite amount of energy, and to handle all the desired levels of power. In practice, the energy that can be obtained from a cell is fundamentally limited by the quantity of active material contained in the cell. Therefore, the lighter the cell, the smaller its capacity. In fact, there is a measure of the capacity of a cell, named theoretical capacity, that is a function only of the type and mass of the electrodes and electrolytes. While one cannot hope to exceed this capacity, the challenge in cell design is to come close to this capacity. In practice, the delivered energy greatly depends on the intensity of the discharge current, the power level drained from the cell, and whether the discharge is constant or pulsed.
A. Notations and Definitions
A cell is characterized by three voltage values: 1) the initial open-circuit voltage , i.e., the initial value of voltage of the fully charged cell under no-load conditions; 2) the operating voltage of the cell under load conditions expressed as volt and denoted by V; and 3) the cutoff voltage at which the cell is considered discharged, denoted by (namely 80% of the ). Two parameters are used to represent the cell capacity: the theoretical and the nominal capacity. The former is based on the amount of active material contained in the cell and is expressed in terms of ampere-hours. The latter represents the ampere-hours obtained from a cell when it is discharged at a specific constant current to a specific cutoff voltage.
Finally, to measure the cell discharge performance, the following parameters are considered. Discharge time is expressed as seconds elapsed until a fully charged cell reaches the voltage and has to be replaced or recharged. Discharge current (current density) is expressed as amperes (amperes per cm ) drained from a cell. Specific power (energy) is the power (energy) expressed as watt (watt-hour) per kilogram delivered by a fully charged cell at a specified current of discharge. Likewise, specific capacity, expressed as ampere-hours per kilogram, can be defined.
To clarify the above definitions, Fig. 1 from [15] shows the constant current discharge behavior of a lithium-ion cell with V and V. The three curves in the plot correspond to different values of the discharge current.
B. Capacity of Electrochemical Cells
The electrical current obtained from a cell results from electrochemical reactions occurring at the electrode-electrolyte interface [8] , [13] , [16] . At zero current, the concentration of the active material in the cell is uniform. As the discharge current increases, the active material is consumed at the electrode-electrolyte interface by electrochemical reactions, and replaced by new active material that moves from the electrolyte solution to the electrode through diffusion. As the intensity of the current is increased, the deviation of the concentration from the average becomes more significant and the state of charge as well as the cell voltage decrease. Beyond a threshold value, the so-called limiting current, the diffusion phenomena is unable to compensate for the depletion of active material and the cell voltage drops below the usable value even though the theoretical capacity of the cell may not have been exhausted.
The relationship between the discharge time and the discharge current (assuming constant discharge) is given by Peukert's formula [8] ( 1) where and are constants depending on the cell design and battery chemistry. (Typical values of and in commercial secondary cells are in the range 10-100 and 1.0-1.5, respectively.) With , denoting the average value of the cell voltage during the discharge, the specific energy of the cell is given by (2) (We notice that, by considering the average value of the cell voltage during discharge, the specific energy is proportional to the specific capacity of the cell.) (1)and (2)highlighttheinverserelationshipbetween discharge time and specific energy on the one hand and discharge current on the other. The relationship between specific energy and specific power of a number of different batteries is displayed in the so-called Ragone plot reproduced from [11] as Fig. 2 . The fact that the curves lean to the left shows that a high specific energy can be obtainedonlyifthedischargeisatlowpowerlevels.Evenifonesettles for a low discharge current (i.e., a low specific power), the capacity delivered by a battery under constant discharge is typically only 10%-30% of the theoretical value. Although improvements in battery technology are being made, they tend to lag behind the demand. We are, therefore, led to ask if, for a given battery chemistry, there is a way to improve the yield. Perhaps the answer lies in the fact that in some applications (such as data transmissions) one mightexpectthedischargetobebursty.Howdoesburstydischarge effect cell capacity?
C. Pulsed Discharge
Some of the adverse consequences of constant current discharge can indeed be overcome when the discharge is pulsed. If a cell is allowed to relax long enough after delivering a pulse, the concentrations gradient of the active material decreases and charge recovery takes place at the electrode. As already mentioned, this recovery effect is due to the diffusion process that compensates for the depletion of active material.
Several findings [8] , [10] - [13] , [17] - [20] quantify the advantages that result from a pulsed current discharge mode. Table I reports experimental results obtained by using different cell's technologies. We point out that the discharge time in these experiments are much longer than the typical timing used in radio communication systems; however, these results clearly prove that, for a fixed power level, the delivered specific energy can be increased by using a pulsed discharge instead of a constant discharge. By using a pulsed discharge, a higher specific power can be drained from the cell for a constant delivered specific energy (e.g., see the experiment on Li-polymer cells).
Also, the experiment on lead-acid cells [11] reported in Table I shows that the cell ability to recover charge during idle time decreases as the cell discharges. This indicates that different stages of the discharge process, so-called discharge phases, can be identified, and, depending on the cell discharge phase, the recovery period should be properly controlled by modulating the discharge profile in order to increase the delivered specific energy. A similar observation can be made about the experiment on thin metal film (TMF) cells [13] , [17] .
It is important to notice that the benefits of pulsed discharge continue to hold if the discharge is composed of pulses superimposed on a constant background current [12] , [21] , [22] . Such discharge patterns are likely in communication devices where the baseband and RF parts need a constant supply, but load changes occur whenever the system passes from the idle to the active state or the radio transceiver switches from receiver to transmit mode. For instance, in the case of a WLAN card, the current consumed in transmit mode is 1.5 times greater than the current consumed in receiver mode and 30 times higher than the current consumed in doze mode [2] . Experimental results reported in [21] and [22] prove that, even if a constant background current is drained, during the idle periods between successive pulses the cell is able to recover charge and its voltage arises to the value of operating voltage associated to the constant background current discharge. Thus, an improvement in delivered specific energy is still obtained; clearly, the greater the difference between background current and pulsed current, the greater the improvement.
These findings suggest that, in applications that can tolerate a bursty power supply, there might be an opportunity to enhance battery efficiency by controlling the time instants of discharge. In order to explore these possibilities systematically, it is imperative that we develop a reasonable model for battery behavior.
III. MODELS FOR STOCHASTIC DISCHARGE
In this section, we examine ways to model battery behavior mathematically in terms of parameters that can be related to physical characteristics of the electrochemical cell.
Electrochemical models that give a detailed representation of the electrochemical phenomena taking place within the cell can be found in the literature [12] , [23] . They are based on partial differential equation systems, whose complexity prevents the use of electrochemical models for communications system modeling and protocol design. Here, the goal is not to be overly specific, but to capture enough details in a tractable manner and use a stochastic model to develop a broad category of protocols for energy efficient communications. We point out that none of the models for cell discharge proposed in the literature apply in a stochastic setting [9] , [10] , [12] , [16] , [23] .
Let us consider a single cell and track the stochastic evolution of the cell from the fully charged to the completely discharged state. Models for arrays of cells can be developed from this simple cell. In the following analysis, the background current (see Section II-C) is neglected for the sake of simplicity. Indeed, since the benefits of pulsed discharge remain unchanged in the presence of background current, the following analysis can be still applied by simply scaling down the available cell capacity by a factor corresponding to the required background current [12] , [21] .
We assume that the time scale is divided in time slot intervals with unit duration, and we define the basic amount of capacity that is drained from a cell as one charge unit. Each fully charged cell is assumed to have a theoretical capacity equal to charge units, and a nominal capacity equal to charge units. The theoretical capacity is a function of the mass and nature of the electrodes and the electrolyte and as such is unaffected by discharge profiles. The nominal capacity is much less than for all cell technologies and represents the charge that could be extracted using a constant discharge profile. Our ultimate goal is to extract an amount of charge that exceeds through pulsed discharge.
Discharges occur at stochastic instants determined by the discharge pattern and recovery may occur whenever there is no discharge. In particular, in each time slot if a discharge occurs, as many charge units as required by the discharge pattern are lost; otherwise the battery may recover one charge unit or remain in the same state. The amount of charge recovered in one time slot was chosen equal to one charge unit at most to reproduce the cell behavior obtained by using an electrochemical model of a lithium-ion cell [23] , [24] . Lithium-ion cells are vastly used in communication systems; however, a similar behavior is expected of other types of cells since the recovery effect dynamics are quite the same. To more accurately model real cell behavior [23] - [25] , the recovery effect that takes place when no discharge occurs is modeled stochastically representing the fact that the recovery capability of the cell decreases as the cell is discharged [11] , [25] (see Section II-C). The probability to recover one charge unit during an idle slot is modeled as a decreasing exponential function of the state of charge and discharged phase, and the exponential decay coefficient is assumed to take different values as a function of the discharged capacity. Such a model was used in [26] in a nonstochastic setting. In [27] , we validated the stochastic model by comparing results in terms of the cell's delivered energy with those obtained through the electrochemical model of a lithium-ion cell [23] , [24] .
A. Dynamics of Charge Recovery
The resulting cell behavior is a transient stochastic process that starts from the state of full charge , denoted by , and terminates when state 0 (corresponding to a complete discharge of the cell) is reached, or the theoretical capacity is exhausted. Note that, due to the limited theoretical capacity of the cell, at most charge units can be drained.
Let us define to be the probability that discharge requests, each one requiring one charge unit, arrives in one time slot. Thus, in each time slot, the cell has probability to move from state to , with , where the positions corresponding to add to the probability to move to 0. The recovery probability in state after charge units have been drained is as follows: (3) where is the number of discharge phases that characterize the cell behavior, , and and depend on the recovery capability of the battery. In particular, a small value of represents a high cell conductivity (i.e., a high recovery capability), while a large corresponds to a high internal resistance (i.e., a low recovery capability and, hence, a steep discharge curve for the cell). The value of is related to the cell voltage drop during the discharge process and, therefore, to the discharge current. We assume that is a constant, whereas is a piecewise constant function of the number of charge units already drawn off the cell, that changes value in correspondence with . The probability to remain in the same state of charge is (4) Fig. 3 shows a graphical representation of the process. Note that in [28] and were assumed to be constant for any and since it was not considered the dependence on the cell state of charge and discharged capacity.
We want to derive the average number of charge units, , drained during the cell discharge process starting from state . We start our analysis considering the process evolution in the generic phase . Since in each discharge phase the transition probabilities and are constant values, we have
We define as the probability to reach state in steps starting from state and consuming charge units, with
. Referring to Fig. 3 , we can write (6) (7) (8) where if else (9) and if else (10) By using the method of generating functions [29] , we compute the transform of (6)- (8) with respect to
and we evaluate (11)- (13) for . We can use the recursion (11)- (13) to compute the values , so that the process evolution in phase is derived.
However, since multiple charge units may be required in a time slot, we have to consider the event that more than charge units are consumed while being in discharge phase . By assuming that from the generic phase the cell cannot move beyond phase in one step, the probability of this event is equal to the probability to consume charge units without leaving phase , times the probability to drain charge units in a time slot such that phase is entered. We denote by the probability that a discharge request makes the cell pass from a phase to the next one while moving from state to state and consuming charge units. Then
Note that does not depend on the discharge phase. At this point, the cell behavior can be tracked through the different phases of the discharge process. We define as the probability to move from state to state while being in phase , consuming charge units , and conditioned at having already transmitted charge units. We have (15) The average number of charge units drained from the cell during the discharge process is computed considering that the following events may occur: 1) the discharge process terminates in state 0 in phase after charge units have been consumed and 2) charge units are drawn off the cell without the cell having reached state 0. For example, for , we obtain (16) Finally, in the case of constant discharge, we assume that the charge units drained from a cell can be fully utilized by accumulating charge in a capacitor whenever it needs. Therefore, a measure of the efficacy of pulsed discharge is the ratio (17) can be at most equal to . Pulsed discharge outperforms the constant current discharge to the extent that exceeds 1 and approaches .
B. Results
The value of can be derived for different discharge demand processes. In the following, the behavior of is derived as a function of the discharge request arrival rate, i.e., the average number of charge units requested per time slot. We assume that is equal to 3, while the values of the thresholds and the values taken by are chosen such that the behavior of the cell state of charge during the discharge process presents a realistic profile.
For a Bernoulli discharge process ( and ), Fig. 4 shows the relationship between and the discharge request arrival rate, for , and as and vary. Clearly, in this case, the request arrival rate coincides with the value . As expected, increases as the recovery capability of the cell increases, i.e., decreases. In addition, for a fixed , higher values of are obtained as the gap between and becomes larger; in fact, in this case the margin of improvement that can be exploited through a pulsed discharge is greater. More interestingly, Fig. 4 shows that for any
, no matter what is used, approaches its lowest value as the request arrival rate increases and approaches its highest value as the request arrival rate decreases. Indeed, for a low discharge demand, the cell may recover often and an amount of charge units equal to the maximum available cell capacity can be drained.
This finding suggests that the burstiness of the discharge process may be a more significant determinant of the delivered capacity than , the initial charge stored in the cell, and , the recovery capability coefficient. That being so, in Section IV, we study the effect of discharge shaping to maximize . When we deal with a more bursty discharge profile, a truncated Poisson arrival process, the cell performance improves as shown in Fig. 5 . Here, we assume that the probability that discharge requests arrive in a time slot of unit duration is equal to (18) i.e., the amount of charge units that are drained in a time slot is a random variable that follows a Poisson distribution truncated at the value of nominal capacity . In this case, the request arrival rate is equal to (19) IV. SHAPING THE CELL DISCHARGE In order to match the discharge profile to the inherent recovery effect of the electrochemical cell, we propose a battery management technique that is similar to the leaky bucket algorithm [30] . The objective is to maximize , i.e., to increase the ratio of the capacity 1 that can be drawn off a cell to the nominal capacity , for any value of , and discharge request arrival rate.
A. Shaping Algorithm
Portable devices normally have a buffer to store service requests [1] . Our idea is to interrupt the discharge process and queue discharge requests whenever the cell state of charge drops to a certain threshold; in this way, the opportunity for charge recovery is significantly increased.
Let denote the state of charge chosen as threshold, with expressed as charge units, and denote the quantity , Fig. 6 . Graphical representation of the stochastic process modeling the cell behavior when the discharge profile is Bernoulli-driven and the discharge shaping is implemented.
where is the cell nominal capacity. As before, we discretize the time scale into time slots with unit duration, we model the discharge demand process as a stochastic arrival process of charge unit requests, and denote by the probability that discharge requests arrive in a time slot. Whenever the cell state of charge drops to state after the completion of a discharge request, discharge is stopped and requests arriving at the system are queued in a buffer. We denote the buffer size by and assume that is large enough to guarantee a loss probability of discharge requests equal to zero. During idle periods, the cell may recover one charge unit per time slot. If the queue is not empty, a discharge request is served as soon as the cell state of charge becomes greater than . Thus, whenever there are queued discharge requests, the cell charge can be equal to at most. We notice that when the number of charge units requested to accomplish a task exceeds the number of charge units currently available, as many charge units as possible are drawn off as long as threshold is reached. The drained charge is temporarily stored in a capacitor until all the necessary charge is obtained.
We consider as state variables the number of charge units available in the cell and the number of queued discharge requests [30] . A graphical representation of the stochastic process modeling the cell discharge is shown in Fig. 6 in the case of a Bernoulli-driven discharge demand. For , we have where and are defined as in (3) and (4) for .
B. Results
By applying the shaping algorithm to cell discharge, we obtain , i.e., the capacity that can be drained from a cell is equal to the theoretical capacity and the value of is maximized. However, it is clear that such an improvement in the delivered cell capacity corresponds to an additional delay in charge supply.
In the following, results are presented in terms of service rate and average delay of the discharge requests that the cell is able to guarantee. In particular, service rate is derived as the ratio of the number of drained charge units to the discharge process duration; while average delay is obtained by considering the delay from the time instant when a discharge request arrives at the buffer to the time instant when it is served, conditioned to being actually satisfied. Observe that some devices may transit to sleep mode after they have been idle for a certain time. In this case, the time delay associated with a discharge request should include the time the device needs to pass from the sleep to the active state. This delay contribution has not been considered here.
Results are obtained by solving the stochastic process described above via simulation and are presented as functions of the request arrival rate. Plots show that by properly selecting or equivalently , performance can be optimized as the characteristic parameters of the cell and the discharge profile process change. Results obtained for a Bernoulli-driven discharge process and are presented in Figs. 7 and 8 as and vary. It can be seen that for better results are obtained for low values of (i.e., high values of ), while for a smaller value of , performance improves as increases (i.e., decreases). This can be explained as follows. For a high value of , the recovery probability greatly reduces as the cell state of charge decreases; in this case, it is important to prevent the cell state of charge from assuming very low values. Thus, if a small is used (i.e., threshold is taken close to ), better performances are obtained. On the contrary, when is small, the recovery capability of the cell remains significant even at low values of the state of charge. Then, a large is more desirable since it allows for a higher service rate and a smaller average delay of the discharge requests. From Figs. 7 and 8, it can be seen that for both the values of and for any value of , the average delay increases when high values of the request arrival rate are considered. In fact, the delay introduced between the arrival of a discharge request and the time instant of its service becomes greater. We also notice that, when high values of are considered, the service rate decreases as the request arrival rate grows. This is because for a fixed , high values of correspond to low values of , and, therefore, to a lower recovery probability at the threshold state. For high arrival rates, the cell is quickly discharged to threshold state in order to satisfy the incoming discharge requests, and the time necessary to recover charge becomes larger. As a consequence, the time needed to drain from the cell a number of charge units equal to the theoretical capacity increases. As expected from what we observed before, the degradation of the service rate is more evident for greater values of since in this case the reduction of the recovery probability at state is more significant.
Similar curves are obtained in the case of a discharge demand process that follows a truncated Poisson distribution as described in Section III-B. Fig. 9 shows results for and equal to 100. Results improve as increases; however, recall that cannot increase as much as desired since it must be . Comparing Fig. 8 to Fig. 9 , it can be seen that for high values of (namely: 20, 30) cell performance improves in the case of a truncated Poisson distribution, that is when the discharge demand is more bursty. In fact, for a fixed value of request arrival rate, a greater burstiness allows the cell to benefit of a longer idle time between two successive arrivals and the diffusion mechanism is better exploited.
Finally, we consider an ON-OFF arrival process for the discharge requests, each of them requiring one charge unit. The ON and OFF times are random variables taking values according to a Pareto distribution (20) An aggregation of such processes results in a self-similar process if the distribution of the ON and OFF time periods is heavy-tailed, i.e., [31] . We take and as a varying parameter between 0.9 and 1.9 [31] . This discharge profile is likely in communication devices when the pulsed discharge process is driven by data transmissions.
In this case, we show the average delay and the number of queued discharge requests as functions of parameter . Fig. 10 illustrates results for , and different values of . As in the previous cases, the larger the value of , the more efficient the system behavior. However, the average delay of discharge requests is higher than for the previous discharge profiles. Indeed, during OFF periods no more than charge units can be recovered, and during ON periods, it is likely that the cell state of charge drops to state much before the next OFF time starts. According to the shaping algorithm, when state is reached, discharge must be interrupted and requests must be queued; this causes the degradation observed in the cell performance.
For any of the presented discharge profiles, a higher service rate and smaller average delay can be obtained if a less efficient cell discharge may be acceptable. For the desired gain , i.e., the required value of delivered capacity, the shaping algorithm can be applied as described above. Cell performance in terms of service rate and average delay improves as much as the target approaches 1. Indeed, the smaller , the less the number of charge units that have to be drained from the cell; in this case, discharge phases that correspond to a low recovery capability are never entered. Based on the trade-off between cell discharge efficiency and delay introduced in the discharge process, further shaping techniques can be developed.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper presented some interesting aspects of the battery behavior that can be exploited to improve battery performances. A model of the single electrochemical cell was developed tracking the recovery effect and the benefits of pulsed discharge relative to constant discharge were shown. Then, we proposed a new battery management technique, which maximizes the energy delivered by a cell at the cost of an additional delay. Results show that performance gains accrue when the parameters of the discharge shaping algorithm are correctly matched to the characteristic parameters of the cell.
Further study is still needed to understand the discharge demand process that is generated by the battery powered devices. Ways to shape the actual discharge demand process should be investigated to better conform to the optimal discharge profile of the cell, while still meeting the constraints on the additional delay that is introduced in the cell discharge.
